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Overview
� Definitions of respect and empathy

� What is Respect-Focused Therapy?

� Therapeutic relationship and process

� Applications in working with couples and families 

using two case studies as examples

� Supporting constructs



Growing Respect



What Respect Isn’t

� Respect isn’t simply about reflexive, politically 

appropriate responses to social circumstance.

� Respect isn’t fear-based. It cannot be commanded

or demanded.

� Respect isn’t hierarchical. It needs symmetry to

be genuine.

� Respect isn’t merely a noun, but requires action. It 

cannot be assumed.



What Respect Is

� Respect is active and ongoing, while honoring who 

the other person really is, and not seeking anything 

in return. 

� The etymology of the word respect is “respectare,” 

or “respicere,” to “look again.” To take another look 

or to reconsider is to respect.



Empathy

� Empathy is understanding another’s pain, anger or 

other emotions. 

� Derived from the Greek “en patheos,” meaning “in 

feeling,” empathy is about shared understanding

of emotion. 



Empathy vs. Respect
Respect-Focused Therapy embraces empathy and goes 
a step further to honor the pain as experienced and 
one’s identity separately.



What is
Respect-Focused Therapy?

Respect-Focused Therapy is a way of 

approaching therapy that primarily 

focuses on the depth and restorative 

power of genuine respect. 



Main Principles
� Focuses on the therapeutic relationship to consistently 

respect and maintain symmetry of power

� Provides a process that allows clients to experientially 

build respect into their daily lives, both for themselves 

and others

� Incorporates multicultural understanding and sensitivity 

into the process



Primary Supporting 
Constructs

� Carl Rogers, On Becoming a Person

� Martin Buber, I and Thou



The Therapeutic Relationship

� Provides an experience of respect for the client that 
builds a pathway and stronger base of respect for 
self and others

� The therapist maintains awareness of own biases, 
has a willingness to suspend them in the 
therapeutic relationship and recognizes one’s power 
in the relationship, seeking balance and symmetry.



The Therapeutic Process

� Provides for the narrative of therapy to stay focused 

on nurturing genuine respect

� Encourages client[s] to explore self-awareness of 

what being respected feels like, gently moving that 

experience toward heightened respect for 

themselves and others



Couples



Relational Symptoms
of Disrespect

� Betrayal 

� Abuse 

� High conflict

� Neglect

� Bullying

� Sarcasm

� Apathy  



Using RFT with Couples
� Move the discussion from winning to solving

� Move from valuating to appreciating

� Separate personal identity from behaviors

� Softening—EFT 

� Build trust from betrayal—Gottman

� Make vulnerability safe—Brown



Family Respect



Using RFT with Families

� Recognize that respect is developmentally learned

� Recognize the impact of generational injuries on 

unlearned/un-experienced respect

� Address power plays between dyads and triads within 

the family 

� Reintroduce respect as a restructuring tool

for balance



Summary
� RFT is an approach to therapy which puts a primary 

emphasis on the restorative and healing properties 
of deep, genuine respect. 

Respect-Focused Therapy
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